Market Position

TrackMy Solutions Inc. has added several latest features to its platform to help mitigate the COVID-19 pandemic. Our mission is to develop and deploy world-class technology to enhance patient safety and reduce healthcare costs. We believe every patient deserves the best possible care, no matter where they receive it. Today, with a focus on improved technology, we operate a chain of Community Health Centers that have broadened the scope of treatment by adding specialty care and introducing urgent care services to our network of facilities.
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TrackMy Lab Results is the answer with our built-in point-of-sale functionality. Upon scheduling for a COVID test, we can capture consumer credit-card information and you focus on revenue maximization! With full end-to-end RCM services built into the platform, we capture a users insurance information and process the reimbursement on your behalf. We are here to help with your pain points! Would you like to bill third-party insurance for administration of a COVID test?

FAQs

When is the availability of COVID-19 testing?

With our site offering over 100 locations, we can schedule testing any day and at any time.

How do we test the presence of COVID-19?

We use a PCR test which is the most sensitive, accurate method available.

Do we charge for the scheduled appointment (workflows vary based on local need).

No, we do not charge for the scheduled appointment.

What is your plan to notify a patient of their COVID test results?

With our onsite workflow, TrackMy Lab Results allows you to scan/digitally read a person's eLab Result card to verify their test result and clear them to enter the event.

For large event locations - how are you planning to digitally/automatically verify a COVID test result?

With TrackMy Lab Results we are able to put patients at ease and send them immediate results through our platform/direct to their eLab Result card for ongoing tracking.

Are you manually adding data post-test administration per patient to the state-registry?

We feel your pain, the good news is - TrackMy Lab Results is connected to several state-registries already, and we will connect to yours - to automatically submit test administration data to the state-registry for you to meet regulatory compliance. Saving you countless hours of effort.

Was the Masters Golf Tournament in Augusta, GA.

TrackMy Lab Results was used at the Masters Golf Tournament in Augusta, Georgia this year (2021). Vendors working at the Masters underwent PCR testing prior to arriving for work, and rapid antigen testing daily, and from early on TrackMy Lab Results was an integral part of the required two step process to be able to proceed to work each day. The Masters Golf Tournament is just one of many places the solution will make a difference.

BlockChain.

and processing, along with point-of-sale functionality to capture for user direct payments – all built on the AWS Cloud and offer complete 3 party billing integration.